











































































































A work crew of 4 people just Finished work on your
yard You pay the crew 200 using ten 20 bills
In how many ways can the four crew members
divide the 10 bills among themselves if each member
must get at least one bill
Place the 10 bills in a line

0 O O O O O O O O 0

To divide them between Four people we place
dividers in any 3 of the places shown below to
create four groups containing at least one bill each

0 0 010 0 I o l o lo l o lo
since there are 9 potential locations for dividers
and 3 are placed the answer is 9C 84
In how many ways can I give 11 lollipops to 6 kids
if each kid must receive at least one lollipop
Place the 11 lollipops in a line

0 O O O O O O O O O 0

To divide them between 6 kids place 5 dividers
in any of the Following 10 locations
o l o lo l o lo l o l o l o f O I 0 I 0

So the answer is 10cg 252

Generalisation In how many ways can we place n

indistinguishable items in K boxes if each box must
contain at least one item
Arrange the n items in a row There are n 1
potential locations for dividers and K 1 dividers














































































































must be placed so the answer is Cn l e k

How many quadruples a b c d of positive integers
are solutions to at btc d 17

Suppose we make a line of 17 ones and place
three dividers to make four groups the Four
positive integers The number of ways to do this
is 16cg 560

In how many ways can 10 kids eat 30 cookies if
each child eats at least one cookie
Here we have 29 potential divider locations and 9
dividers so the answer is 29cg 10015005
Suppose the head of the 4 person crew from
must get at least 3 of the 10 bills In how many
ways can the bills be distributed
Again we represent the bills using a line
0 O O O O O O O O

Now suppose the head of the crew takes the
leftmost group of bills Then the potential divider
locations are

0 O O f O l o f O l o lo l o 0

Since there are only 7 potential choices the

answer is 7cg 35
Find the number of positive integer solutions to

Atb to 100

Represent 100 as a line of a hundred ones

There are 99 potential locations to place 2














































































































dividers so the answer is 99
z 4851

In how many ways can 8 licorice sticks and
10 chocolate bars be distributed to 5 kids if
i each kid must receive at least one piece of
candy of each type

iil each kid must receive at least one piece of
candy but no kid can receive both types of
candy

i Represent the licorice and chocolate as two
separate lines
L L L L L L L L

c c c c c c c c c c

In both lines we need to place four dividers
In the First line there are 7 potential locations
and in the second line there are 9 potential
locations
So the number of ways to distribute licorice is
7 Cy 35 and the number of ways to

distribute chocolate is 9cL 126
Now the distributions of each candy type are

independent so for each way of giving out

licorice there are 126 ways of giving out the
chocolate
Hence the answer is 35 126 4410

Ii We have 3 cases

A 1 kid gets all the licorice
Divide the chocolate between 3 kids














































































































B Divide the licorice between 2 kids
Divide the chocolate between 2 kids

C Divide the licorice between 3 kids
1 kid gets all the chocolate

A There are 4 ways to choose the kid who gets
the licorice There are 9oz 36 ways to divide 10
Chocolates between 3 kids
B There are 4oz 6 ways to choose the kids who
get licorice There are 7C 7 ways to divide 8 pieces
of licorice between 2 kids and 9C 9 ways to
divide to chocolates between 2 kids
C There are 4 ways to choose the kid who getsthe chocolate There are 7oz 21 ways to divide 8
pieces of licorice between 3 kids
So the answer is

4 36 t 6 7 9 t 4 21 606
How many solutions does the equation

Vtwtxtytz 21
have where V.v x y 2 are non negative integers
Methody Proceed by cases

A all variables positive
B one variable zero the rest positive
C two variables zero the rest positive
D three variables zero the rest positive
E Four variables zero the other is 21
We analyse each in turn














































































































A 20cL 4845 solutions

B There are 5 choices for the zero variable
and then we need Four positive integers to add
to 21 So there are

Sx 20C 5700
Solutions
C Sez x 20oz 1900 Solutions

D 5cg x 20C 200 solutions

E 5 solutions
so the total number of solutions is

4845 t 5700 t 1900 t 200 t 5 12650

Method
we have

V t w t x t y t 2 21
Vtt t Wti sett t ly ti t Ztt 21 t S 26

Now V Wix y Z Z O so Vtt 2 tl 7 0 and
we have turned the problem into Finding how many
ways five non negative integers add to 26
The solution is 25cL 12650

In how many ways can we distribute in

indistinguishable balls into k distinguishable boxes if
some boxes may remain empty
Let aj be the number of balls in the j

th box

for j L 2,3 K We have aj 20 for all j and














































































































A Azt tak n

So
anti t az ti t akt 1 n t K

and now we have reached a known situation the
number of ways we can choose k positive integers
that add to ntk
Hence the number of solutions is

iii is
In how many ways can I distribute 20 Candy canes

to 7 children if each child must have at least one

and two of the children who are twins insist on

receiving the same amount
The other Five children must receive at least one
each so the twins can receive a maximum of 15
we proceed by cases the twins can receive 1,2 7
candy canes each
teach so there are 18 remaining to give to 5
children The number of ways to do this is

It 2380
teach so there are 16 remaining and the number
of ways to distribute them is

4 1365

Teach So there are 14 remaining and the
number of ways to distribute them is














































































































431 715
4eache So there are 12 remaining and the number
of ways to distribute them is

Y 330

Seat so there are 10 remaining and the
number of ways to distribute them is

941 126

teach so there are 8 remaining and the numberof ways to distribute them is

741 35

teach So there are 6 remaining and the number
of ways to distribute them is

4 s

Hence the answer is
23801 1365 t 71St 330 t 126 t 35 t S 4956
In how many ways can I give out 15 pieces of
candy to 4 kids with each kid getting at least one

piece if the oldest kid insists on receiving more pieces
than any other kid
Since each kid gets at least one piece the
oldest kid can receive a maximum of 15 3 12

pieces














































































































He also receives at least 5 pieces if he only
got 4 pieces then the other 3 kids would

have 11 lollies to share between them but each

can only have a maximum of 3 so altogether
they could only receive 9

We proceed by cases

If the oldest gets 12 lollies the other kids
receive 1 each so there is 1 possible distribution
If the oldest gets 11 lollies the other kids have
4 between them So one kid will receive 2 and
the others will receive 1 There are 3 ways to
pick the kid who gets 2 so there are 3

possible distributions
If the oldest gets to lollies the other kids have
5 to share between them so there are 4C 2 6

options
If the oldest gets 9 lollies the other kids
have 6 between them so there are 5oz 10

options
If the oldest gets 8 lollies the other kids have
7 between them so there are 6oz 15

options
If the oldest gets 7 lollies the other kids have
8 between them We know each kid gets at

least one so the maximum number a single














































































































Kid could receive is 8 2 6 So they must get
less than the oldest in all cases There are

7Cz 21 options
If the oldest gets 6 lollies the others have
9 between them There are 8oz 28 options
in total but we must exclude the cases
where a kid gets 6 or more

Case a kid gets 7 lollies
Then the other kids get 1 each There are 3
ways to choose the kid who gets 7 so there
are 3 possibilities

case a kid gets 6 lollies
Then of the remaining kids one gets 2 lollies
and one gets 1 There are 3 ways to choose
the kid who gets 6 and 2 ways to choose
the kid who gets 2 so there are 3 2 6
possibilities

So the number of options is 28 3 6 19
If the oldest gets 5 lollies the others have 10
between them Each other kid can have at most Four
lollies so the only possible ways to distribute thelollies are

4 to one kid 3 to the other two
3 ways
4 to two kids 2 to the other
3 ways














































































































So the number of options is 31 3 6
If we add up the number of options obtained in
each case we obtain an answer of
It 3 t b t lo t 1St 21 t 19 t 6 81

How many solutions does
atbtctd 27

have in non negative integers if a must be even
and d must be a power of 3
There are four choices for d 1,39 27
We proceed by cases
d t Then a b c 0 so there is 1 solution
d Then a btc 27 9 18
Since a is even it can be 0,2 4,6 18

a 18 btc O I soln
a 16 btc 2 3 501ns
a 14 btc 4 btl Ctl 6 5C 5

501ns
a 12 btc 6 7 Solms

a 2 btc 16 17 solves
a _o btc 18 19 501ns

So the number of solutions is

11 31 51 7 t 17 t 19 100

d Then at.btc 27 3 24
Since a is even it can be 0,2 4 24

a 24 btc O I soln














































































































9 0 btc 24 25 Solus
so the total number of solutions is

It 3 t S t t 25 169

d Then at btc 27 I 26
Since a is even it can be 0 2,4 26

a 26 btc O I Soh
r

a _o btc 26 27 501ns

So the total number of solutions is

It 3 t s t it 27 196
Combining all the cases the answer is

I t 100 t 169 t 196 466
Find the number of non negative integer solutions
to ut V t w t x y 22
We have

Utvtwtxty 22
Uti Uti t Wti seti 1 ytl 22 5 27

So the number of solutions is

26cL 14950

Pat wants to buy 4 donuts From an ample supply
of three types of donuts glazed chocolate and
powdered How many different selections are possible
Let g c and p be the number of glazed chocolate
and powdered donuts he buys














































































































We have g c p O and

gtctp 4

gtl t Ctl t pti 41 3 7
so the answer is 6oz IS

Pat is to select 6 cookies from a tray containing
only chocolate chip oatmeal and peanut butter
cookies There are at least 6 of each of these 3
kinds of cookies on the tray How many different
assortments of six cookies can be selected
Let c o p be the number of chocolate chip oatmeal
and peanut butter cookies he takes
We have C o p 20 and

to t p 6
Ctl oti t pti 6 3 9

So the number of different selections is

8oz 28

Compute the number of distinct ways in which
77 one dollar bills can be distributed to 7
people so that no person receives less than 10

Each person receives at least 10 so that
accounts for 70 of the 77 bills The remaining
7 are to be split between the 7 people
There are 13cg 1716 ways to do this

Find the number of integer solutions to the

equation Ktyt 2 10 if x y t are all less than 20














































































































We have x y Z L Zo K ZO y Zo Z Zo s O

20 x 20 y Zo Z 0

Let a 2O k b 20 y c 20 2
We have

Ltg t 2 10

Xty t Z 10

60 X y Z 60 10 50

Zo x T Zo y t 20 Z SO
at btc 50

So there is a one to one correspondence betweensolutions of sctytz 10 satisfying key 2 C 20
and solutions of atbtc 5o satisfying a bi 70
Hence the number of solutions is

49
Cz 1176

Find the number of positive integer solutions to

wth ty 2 a 25

If Wtktytz L 25 then Wtxtyt 2 n 25 For
some n 21
So there are

24cL 10626

solutions
Andrew has 10 candy bars 10 jellybeans to lollipops
and 10 packs of chewing gum He has two sisters
In how many ways can Andrew distribute the candies














































































































between his sisters so that each gets 20 items total
Suppose that the First sister gets a candy bars j
jellybeans l lollipops and g packs of gum
We have

Ctjtl t g 20

Firstly we will find the number of integer solutions t
this equation with c j l g O Then we will subtract
the number of solutions in which any of the variables
is greater than 10 Note that it is impossible for two
or more of the variables to be greater than 10
simultaneously

We have

ctjtltg 20 ctjtltgt4 24
c j lig Zo cthjtl.lt gt1 31

So there are 23C 1771 solutions in total
Note that the number of solutions where c 10 is

equal to the number of solutions where j 10 etc
So we only need to find one of these quantities

c.lt vtions
11 19
12 17
13 IS
14 13

is
18 jtltg 2 s solves
19 jtltg I 3 sons
20 jtltg O I soln














































































































Hence there are 1 3 5 t t 19 100 Solutions where
C 10
So the total number of ways he could distribute
the items is

1771 4 100 1371
A triomino game piece has 3 numbers on it From

1 to 9 Two pieces are considered different if they
have different numbers ie the order of the

numbers on the piece doesn't matter A piece may have
a number repeated or have the same number in all
3 positions How many distinct triomino pieces are

there
Method
If all of the numbers on a piece are different
there are 9cg 84 possibilities
If two numbers are the same and the third
different there are 9 ways to pick the repeatednumber and 8 ways to pick the other number
creating a total of 9 8 72 possibilities
If all 3 numbers are the same there are 9
possibilities
So the total number of distinct pieces is

841 72 t 9 165
Method 2
Let ai represent the number of times i
appears on a tile














































































































There is a one to one correspondence between
tiles and non negative integer solutions to

a taz t tag 3

Let bi ai t 1

The equation above is equivalent to

b t b t boy 31 9 12
which has 11cg 165 Solutions
How many cubic polynomials fix with positive
integer coefficients are there such that f l 9
The polynomial can be expressed as

f x a 3
3 t 92

2
t a k t Ao

we have
f l a t ar t ai t a

So

as Az ta ta 9ful 9
a z ti

The number of solutions to this equation is

8C 56

How many 15 digit base 4 numbers are there
with eight O's that appear in 3 groups
Eight of the digits are zero and seven are

non zero choose from 1 2 and 3

Firstly we consider how the 8 zeros can be














































































































broken up into 3 groups
Let a b c be the number of zeros in the

First second and third groups respectively
We have

at btc 8
a b c 71

SO there are 7Cz 21 Solutions
Now we consider how these groups are
placed within the number It must start with a

non zero digit We have the following two
options where an empty circle represents a

group of zeros and a filled in circle represents
a group of non zero digits

BB O OB O 000
BB O OB O 00000

In the First case we need to divide the 7
non zero digits into 3 groups
There are 6oz IS ways of doing this
In the second case we need to divide the 7
non zero digits into 4 groups
There are 6cg Zo ways of doing this

So the total number of ways of choosing a

sequence of zero and non zero digits is

21 15 t 21 20 735














































































































we add the values found in the two cases

and multiply to Find these values because the
sites of the groups of zero and non zero digits
are independent
Now each of the 7 non zero digits could
be one of three options 1,2 3 so the
answer is

735 37 1607445
How many arrangements of the word

PROBABILISTIC
have no two Ii's appearing consecutively
We proceed by cases The letters can be arranged
in any of the Following ways where Maa represents
at least one non I letter

A I read I mean I
B I read I read I read
c room I roomIMEEM I
D MEEN I MEEN I MEEN I MEEN

Examine each case in turn
A Let x y represent the sizes of the two

groups of non I letters We have

y lo

ly 7 0

So there are 9C 9 possibilities














































































































B Let x y z represent the sizes of the
three groups of non I letters We have

Ktyt 2 10
x y z 0

So there are 9oz 36 possibilities
C as above there are 36 possibilities
D Let u x y z represent the sizes of the
four groups of non I letters We have

Wtxtyt 2 lo
w X y Z 0

So there are 9cg 84 possibilities
In the non I letters we have 2 B's
and 8 unique letters so there are 10

ways to order them
Hence the answer is

10
2

9 36 36 84

101
2 165

Quicker way There are 10 other letters in the
word We can place an I between two letters or

at the beginning or end of the word














































































































a o o a
T T t t TT TT t t 9

So there are 11 potential locations for an I

3 of which must be Filled
Hence there are Ilc 165 ways to position
the I's
The other letters can be arranged in Iz Wass
as above so the answer is

165 101
2

Calculate the number of possible hexominos

G sided game pieces with six numbers from 1 to

9 inclusive where a number may be repeated and
where we don't care about the position of the
numbers just how many of each number are

on each piece
Let ai be the number of times that i

appears on a piece where i C I 93
The number of distinct hexominos is the number

of solutions to
a t tag 9
ai Zo ti

Let bi ai t 1
The solutions to the equation above are in
one to one correspondence with the solutions














































































































to bit tba 9 9 18
bi Z I ti

Hence the answer is 18cg 43758
A gardener plants 3 maple trees 4 oak trees
and 5 birch trees in a row He plants them
in random order each arrangement being equally
likely Find the probability that no two birch trees
are next to each other
The total number of possible arrangements is

27720
3 4 5

We now calculate the number of arrangements
in which no two birch trees are adjacent
In the diagram below 0 represents a maple
or oak tree and T represents a potential
location For a birch tree

a ooooT T f 99999
So there are 8 potential locations in which
we can place 5 birch trees
The number of ways to do this is 8cg 56

The number of ways to arrange the other types
of trees is 7 35

31.4














































































































So the number of arrangements in which no

two birch trees are adjacent is 35 56 1960
Hence the probability of obtaining such an

arrangement is
1960
27720

How many degree 6 polynomials fix with

positive integer coefficients are there such that

f 11 30 and fl l 12

Let f x ab Kb t asks aux t a X

t ALK t a k t Ao

Then f 11 30 ab t 95 ta ta t 92
a t a 30

and fl 11 12 as as ay 93 t ar
a t Ao 12

Perform t

2 AG t 94 1 Azt Ao 301 12 42

ab t dy t ar t go 21

Sub into
21 t as as t 9 I 30

as ta ta 9

So we have














































































































AG t 94 t ar t go 21

aai.t.at
a

The number of solutions to the First

equation is
zoe 1140

The number of solutions to the second
equation is 8C 28

So the answer is

1140 28 31920
Determine how many triples x y z satisfy

and
9 2 10

a key 2 positive integers
b Hey z non negative integers
c x y 2 integers no less than 2
d ally 2 positive even integers

a 9oz 36
b We have Lxtl ytl t 2 1 101 3 13 So

there are 12oz 66 solutions
c We have

Kay Z 3 2

xt3 yt3 2 1 3 7 I
and sityt 2 10 xt3 t y 3 1 2 3 19
So there are 18oz 153 solutions














































































































d We have a y z e 2,4 63 note that none

of them can be 8 since it's not possible
to write 10 8 2 as a sum of two positive
even integers
So the only possibilities are

10 21 2 t 6
2 41 4

For each of those Suns there are 3 ways
to assign the variables So the answer is 6

Find the number of quintuples 1 1,212 Ks i 5
of positive odd integers that satisfy

t ke t k t 14 t Is 2003
Since all the ni are odd we can write

Ki 2yi tl
for some integer yi 20
We have

2g l t 2yatt t 2g ti t 2541 1 2551 1 2003

2 y t tyg 2003 5 1998

yityztyzty.ie tyg 999

y tilt yet 1 t ly ti t lyy ti t Lys ti 1004
The number of solutions to this equation is 1003cg
I have 8 identical pieces of candy and 4
identical cookies to distribute to 3 children 2 boys
and a girl In how many ways can I do
this if














































































































a each child must receive at least 1 of each

type of item
b each child must receive exactly 4 items
c the girl must receive more pieces of candy
than either of the boys and the boys must
receive an equal number of cookies

a Consider each type of item separately
For the candy we can divide the 8 pieces between 3
people in 7oz 21 ways
For the cookies we can divide the 4 cookies between 2
people in 3oz 3 ways
So the answer is 21 3 63 multiply since we
gave out the candy and cookies independently
b Arrange the 12 items in a row
There are 495 ways to do this

8 4
The First kid gets the First group of 4 etc

1st kid 2nd kid 3rd kid
c Give out the two types of item separately
Cookies each boy girl

receives receives

42

2 O














































































































So there are 3 ways to distribute the cookies
Candy The girl must receive at least Four pieces
If she receives 3 pieces then each boy can receive
at most 2 pieces which only accounts for 7 pieces
of candy
Proceed by cases

pieces solns
girl receives

8 1

76

S 4
4 5

If the girl receives 5 pieces we must distribute
3 pieces between the boys The number of ways to

do this is the same as the number of solutions to

aa.tt If atb 2 5
a b O

which is 4C 4
If the girl receives 4 pieces using the reasoning
above we obtain the equation

atb 2 6
which has 5 solutions
So the total number of ways to distribute the
candy is 1 21 3 4 t 5 15
Hence the answer is 3 15 45














































































































How many solutions are there in the positive
integers to

Wtxty t Z 30
if no variable takes on a value greater than 16
The number of positive integer solutions is 2

3 365
We can have at most one variable greater than 16

Tiffins Effi D Fifi's D Tiff't's

WxtytzHesolutions
30 O O
29 I 0
28 2 O
27 3 I

23 7 64 1522 8 7 Cz 2121 9 8oz 2820 10 9oz 3619 11 10oz 4518 12 Itcz 5517 13 142 66

So the total number of solutions with w 16 is 286

and hence the number of solutions with no

Variables greater than 16 is

3654 4 286 2510




